A study focusing on the history of reading, or the uses of literacy, in the first years of the American republic examined the subscription list and content of "The New York Magazine; or, Literary Repository" for 1790. Data for the study were taken from the magazine's subscription list and from various biographical sources, such as the New York city directories. Contents of the magazine during its first year of publication were also analyzed. Although "The K York Magazine's" content would .st first seem to be evidence of a rather elite audience, the subscriber list shows a varied readership. About half of the readers were artisans and shopkeepers. Considered together, the subscriber list and the content of the magazine offer insight into the social function of reading in that era. Magazine reading was closely associated with the values of artisan republicanism. The magazine can be viewed as an arena of popular participation in a formerly elite culture of science and education, arts and letters, virtue and honer, and cultivation and character. Although the content of the magazine was eclectic and seems elitist, its readers were not. The leadership at the time was Republican and "The New York Magazine" was republican literature. (Appendixes containing author's notes and a list of magazine subscribers are included, as are tables of findings.' OW) *********************************************************************** * Reproductions supplied by EDRS are the best that can be made * * from the original document. * *********************************************************************** 
There were women on the list, and barbers, bakers, butchers, and boarding house proprietors. These are the forgotten readers of The New-York Magazine, and of latn-eighteenthcentury magazines in general. Who were these people? How did they nike a living? Where did they live? What were they like? Wele they different from non-subscribers? What kinds of material did they read? This paper seeks to answer these questions. It is, in effect, a magazine readership survey; and its purpose is to contribute to our understanding of the history of reading especially among the shopkeepers and artisans of New York City during the first years of the American republic.
As Carl Kaestle has recently pointed ou^:, we have learned a great deal in the 'ast twenty years about the demographics of simple literacy in the past, but we have only begun to develop a genuine social history of reading that is, a history of the uses of literacy. This is hardly surprising, for as Kaestle says, it "is very difficult to trace printed works to their readers and still more difficult to trace meaning from the text to the reader"3 This paper tries to do both, though with wore confidence about the former than the latter. It is a stucy of the subscribers and the content of
The New-York Ma1azine in 1790. Its main argument is that magazine reading in this era seems to have been a more broadly democratic activity than has usually been supposed. At first glance, the magazine's content would seem to be evidence of a rather elite audience; and this hds been the supposition of most historians. Yet the subscriber list shows a more varied readership.
Considered together, the subscriber list and the content offer some insight into the social function of reading in this era. They suggest the importance of reading as a form of participation in the new social order of post-Revolutionary America. Edward Countryman has recently argued that "radical politics and nascent class consciousness foundered on electoral participation and on the spirit of voluntary association" in the 17806.4
Similarly, the magazine might be viewed as another arena for popular participation, in this case participation in the formerly elite culture of science and education, arts and letters, virtue and honor, cultivation and character. The content might seem elitist, but the readers do not. This was a republican readership, and thus, by consequence, a republican literature.
The Setting
In the immediate aftermath of the war, New York City would have seemed a very poor place to start a magazine. In 1783, New York was "a ruined city."
Commerce was dead; nearly one-quarter of the city was burned over, the In 1789, more than 1,100 sea vessels entered the port, and the population passed 30.000 some 10.000 more inhabitants than on the eve of the Revolution.5 New York, of course, was still no London, Paris, or Rome.
Most of the streets were unpaved, and many were clogged with filth. Free roaming hogs attacked the heaps of garbage, in competition with dogs and goats. A one-mile walk north on Broadway would carry the stoll -right out of town. 6 But despite the hogs, the dogs, and the goats. New York was fast becoming the American metropolis.
New York was also the American capital in 1789 perhaps its greatest pride.
Though the officials of the Crown and many of the rich loyalists were gone, the local aristocracy the Livingstons, the Schuylers. the Stuyvesants, and others continued to dominate the social sc'ne. In 1789-90. social life revolve around the federal government and President
Washington. a faithful patron of pomp and pageantry. When Congress rccessed for the day, the statesmen and socialites took their Wall Street airing a parade of "the rich, the well-born, and the able," as John Adams put it.7
At night, "the city was gay with all manner cf festivities public and private the balls and dinners were more numerous than the evenings."8
Of course, the true heartbeat of the city was trade, not government.
Though New York lost the federal capital in the summer of 1790. it continued to flourish as a mercantile center, far outstripping Philadelphia in the value of exports and imports by the end of the century. 9 At the top of the commercial pyramid were the great merchants, bankers, and brokers. At the bottom were the cartmen, mariners, and common laborers. As always, the rich were rich, and the poor were often desperately poor. The bulk of the population, however. fell between these extremes. As Table 1 property. Yet, as Wilentz puts it, they also stood for much more:
With a rhetoric rich in the republican language of corruptjon, equality, and independence, they remained committed to a balevolent hierarchy of skill aid the cooperative workshop. Artisan independence conjured up, not a vision of ceaseless, self-interested industry, but a moral order iu which all craftsmen would eventually beccme self-governing. independent, competent masters.... Men's energies would be devoted, not to personal ambition or profit alone, but to the commonwealth; in the workshop, mutual obligation and respect "the strongest ties of the heart" would prevail; in more public spheres, the craftsmen would insist on their equal rights and exercise their citizenship with a view to preserving the rule of virtue as well as to protecting their collective interests against an eminently corruptible mercantile and financial elite.14 Gordon Wood has argued that the grand achievement of the founders in the 1780s was to move political thought from a classical to a romantic conception of republicanism. In the classical republican vocabulary, virtue and commonwealth were the key terms.
For a republic to survive, individual aspirations must be wedded to the common good. In an "Introductory Essay" published with the April issue, they proclaimed their commitment to the republican ideal of "equal liberty,"
especially equal access to knowledge. Following a eulogy to the democratic science of Benjamin Franklin, the editors described their vision of the purpose of a magazine:
A well conducted magazine, we conceive must, from its nature, contribute greatly to diffuse knowledge throughout a community, and to create in that community a taste for literature. The universality of the subjects which it treats of will give to every profession, and every occupation, some information, while its variety holds out to every taste some gratification. T!'rom its conciseness, it will not require more time for its perusal than the most busy can well spare; and its cheapness brings it within the convenient purchase of every class of society. 20
Was The New-York Magazine the province of the elite, as the magazine's tone suggests, or of "every class of society," as its editors declared?
Fortunately, the answer to that question need not be pure guesswork, for the subscribers were listed by name in the 1790 volume.
The Readers
In 1790 I also drew a random sample of 400 entries from the 1790 city directory .22
A quick glance at Table 1 confirms that the readership of The New-York
Magazine was indeed more "up-scale" than the general population of the city.
While nearly 50 percent of the readers were professionals or merchants, only 15 percent of the random sample fell into these two categories. Moreover, the most common professional occupation among the readers was lawyer, while among the general population the most common professional jobs were somewhat lower in prestige: local government official and school teacher. The difference between the two groups at the bottom of the scale is even more striking. In the random sample, 17 percent fell into the "nmskilled"
category. Most of these were cartmen, laborers, and mariners. In tne subscriber group, only four individuals were classified as "nonskilled": a gardener, a nursery man, a washer, and a widow. The first two would certainly score higher on a measure of skill than laborers or cartmen, and they may not even belong in this category. The other two were women, and one of those was a Beekman, one of the leading families of the city. It might be said, therefore, that virtually no one from the very bottom of the socio-economic ccale subscribed to The New-York Megiazine.23 The range of wealth and income within this category was large.
Some "merchants" were doubtless no more than hopeful or pretentious shopkeepers;
others mere the leading commercial operators of the city and of the nation.
Whether large or small, most merchants of that era were somewhat What kinds of artisans were likely to read The New-York Magazine? The quick answer seems to be: all kinds. The range of trades is striking, with many crafts represented by a single subscriber.27 Yet some patterns may be discerned. Table 2 , for example, shows the leading ten artisan occupations for the subscribers and for the random sample. By far, the three leading trades in the general population were shoemaker, carpenter, and tailor, which account for nesrl) 37 percent of the artisans in the random sample.
These three trades were not the leading trades among the artisan subscribers, however, though they were well represented, as Table 2 shows.
The top three trades among the subscribers were carpenter, printer, and sea captain. This is an interesting comparison, for no printers or sea captains turned up at all in the ratIon sample. Obviously, these were not common artisan occupations; yet they were relatively quite common on The New-York
Magazine's subscription list. Conversely, two crafts --blacksmith and blockmaker appear in the top ten artisan occupations in the random sample, but not at all on the subscription list. Table 2 Through a simple content analysis and a close reading of the 1790 volume, I discovered that many of the conventional notions about lateeighteenth-century American magazines are true of The New-York Magazine.32
The ragazine was highly eclectic in subject matter, in style, and in source of materia]. Most of the essays and articles were conventional, didactic, and aentimental. Few dealt directly with politics or government.
Yet running through the magazine were themes and values closely associated ,with classical republicanism. In many ways, the content of The New-York Magazine was very much devoted to the "didactic acts," those arts and sciences considered useful to the cultivation of virtue and character, the essential ingredients of republican men and women.33 Table 4 about here Table 4 suggests the range of material in The New-York Magazine. While a good deal of the. content was given over to discussions of specific topics in politics, religion, or science, the largest proportion of the articles fell into a more nebulous area that I have labeled "manners and morals." As Table 5 shows, many of these pieces were romances usually sentimental stories of love lost or found, seduction resisted or embraced. Many were simple expositions rn virtue with titles such as "Vanity," "Avarice," "On Idleness," "The Benefits of Temperance," or simply "On Virtue." Many were purely descriptive pieces travelogues, anecdotes on manners and customs, sundry tales of exotici. Counting all the prose pieces for 1790, about twothirds were written in descriptive or expository style; one-third were narratives. About one-eighth were set in New York City; seven-eighths were set elsewhere or had no specific locale. What were these stories and articles like? A closer look at some of the -egular features and some of the long-running serials provides some insight.
Three of the most frequent contributors to The New-York Magazine in 1790
were "Philobiblicus," "Juvenis," and "The Scribbler." They rather nicely represent the range of material in the magazine, from the nrcane to the mundane.
"Philobiblicus" falls into the ev-cane category. He contributed a piece each month on scriptural matters, especially issues in Biblical translation.
The more subtle the philology, the more complex the etymology, the b^tter "Philobiblicus" liked it. His ai he said in his first piece, was to be "both instructing and entertaining," particularly through the use of "fine language and elegance of expression."34 The other material in the magazine shows a similar diversity. For example, many of the articlos and stories were aimed at women. Some of these were conventional reelections on feminine virtues: "How much mtre pure, tender, delicate, irritable, affectionate, flexible, and patient is woman than man?"" Some were advice pieces: "On the Choice of a Husband,"
or "On the Virtue of Acorn Coffee" ("to cure the slimy obstructions in the viscera"), or on how to behave in company (no "sitting cross-legged, straddling, spitting, blowing noses, etc., etc. ").41 Some were parables of seduction and lost virtue, such as the sad story of "Frivola," who became so
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obsessed with luxury that she ended her wasted life in Europe, the slave of "every species of polite dissipation."42 But some pieces were less conventional. These included tales of women's heroism, calls for women's education, and articles by women sensitive to women's concerns. An example of the latter wss a piece criticizing men for always talking about women's vanity.43
Despite all the diversity, however, some important themes recur.
Virtue, for example, was commonly portrayed as public virtue. The golden rule was taken very seriously by the contributors to The New-York Magazine.
"Amongst the number of public virtues we may note love to our country, zeal in promoting the good of society. seeking the good of our neighbor in all our conduct," wrote the author of a piece called "On Virtue." Similarly, even the deeply religious "Juvenis" stopped far short of arguing that virtue is a private matter between a man and God. If a man is virtuous, he wrote, "he has sacrificed his own interest rather than wrong his neighbor. He has been benevolent to his fellow men. The children of poverty and affliction he has assisted and consoled." 44 The relationship between virtue and commonwealth was vividly clear in the pages of The New-York Magazine.
Another recurrent theme was suspicion of luxury. On this theme, the aphorisms abounded: "Luxury and idleness are similar in their effects By the former, families are reduced to indigence, and are involved in misery and ruin; by means of the latter, they are prevented from arriving at a comfortable situation in life." The parables and allegories were equally common. In one, "Wealth" and "Poverty" meet each other on life's road at the end of their journeys. In a piece called "On Avarice," the author argued that the avaricious man regards nothing but his purse; the welfare and prosperity of his country never much employs his thoughts.... He is a stranger to public spiritedness." The 6leute war. aiwayo defeating because it is self-serving.45
A third recurrent theme was the power and democracy of knowledge. In
America, everyone had a right and a duty to participate in the life of the mind. Some writers put this theme rather bluntly. In a paean to science.
one writer declared:
It is indeed questionable whether an ignorant people can be happy, or even exist, under what Americans call a free government. It may be also doubted, whether a truly enlightened people were ever enslaved.
Science is so meliorating in its influence upon the human mind, that even he who holds the reins of power, and hath felt its rays, loses the desire of a tyrant, and is best gratified in the sense of public love and admiration. Liberty is a plant which as naturally flourishes under this genial light, as despotism is engendered by the horrors of intellectual darkness."
In more subtle form, this theme ran through many of the articles in The NewYork Magazine in 1790. Women, for example, were urged "to attend to the cultivation of letters." Even "Philobiblicus," the master of erudition, argued that instruction in Latin and Greek should be central even to a "republican education," for in a republic everyman should he and could be a scholar.47
Public virtue, suspicion of luxury, and the power and democracy of knowledge --these were republican themes, and they were freighted with meaning for eighteenth-century Americans, perhaps especially American artisans. Of course, these themes did not appear in every story and article in the magazine. But they were common enough to run like brightly colored threads through the great diversity of material, from heavy poli,ical diRcourse to ethereal romance. This, then, was what the readers of The NewYork Magazinethe shopkeepers and artisans, as well as the merchants and politicians were reading in 1790. The road to preferment is open to all, and the common citizen may see his children possess the first offices of state, if endowed with genius, honesty, and science.... As the best preservative of national liberty, the public ought to patronize institutions to instruct the children of the poor people; for, give tiem knowledge and they will never be the instruments of injuring mankind. A few incautious expressions in our constitutiln, or a few salaries of office too great for the contracted feelings of those who do not know the worth of merit and integrity, can never injure the United States, while literature is generally diffused, and the plain citizen and planter reads and judges for himself.... Disseminate scienr2 through all grRdas of people, and it will forever vindicate your rights.48
This kind of language surely made sense to the readers of The New-York Magazine in 1790. The lawyers, the merchants, and the politicians understood. They knew and had long known that knowledge was power. But the other half of the readers, the shopkeepers and artisans, understood as well. Similarly, gardener and nurseryman may not belong in the "nonikilled" category. But these involve so few individuals that I don't believe that the argument is distorted. Furthermore, the identical classification scheme was used for both the subscriber census and the random sample so the comparative statements should be fairly reliable. 
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